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The 2008 financial crisis has changed administration methods of various activities
and productive services, including health services. In fact in Italy it was necessary
a deep reorganization of the healthcare system due to a strong reduction in the
funds allocated to the health sector. Consequently the management of the hospital
operative theaters like operating rooms (OR) has become a priority aspect in the health
administration. In this context we performed a literary review about experiences or
projects of operating room management (ORM) carried out in Italy between 2007
and nowadays. We searched Medline database and we found 12 articles meeting the
inclusion criteria. Only one paper was submitted in 2007, the remain were drafted in
the following years. The italian regions represented are mostly of the north center area.
The topics discussed are heterogeneous: ORM reorganizations in clinical hospitals,
simulations of models aimed to resolve OR slots assignment, surgical waiting lists
management, OR process analysis and ORM literary review. Overall the results show
that interest and competence for the ORM are quickly increasing in Italy. In fact,
because OR are the most expansive and the most productive areas of every hospitals,
it's of paramount relief to implement strategies in order to optimize OR quality and
minimize the non-productive and unnecessary costs, especially in the current period
of austerity measures and continuous cuts to public funds.
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1. Introduction

the responsibility of the EBEEC
Conference Committee.

The recent financial crisis occurred in 2008 had a strong impact on world economy,
although not all countries were affected at the same way[1]. In Europe especially
countries like Portugal, Spain, Italy, Ireland and Greece suffered the crisis[2].These
nations had in common a high public debt and a low gross domestic product growth
index. For these reasons their governments had to operate several cuts to public funds in
order to reduce deficits and to restore balance. These austerity measures involved also
the healthcare sector with serious consequences [3, 4].Therefore hospital managers
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had to find new strategies for healthcare administration aimed to reduce wastes and
improve productivity, maintaining high quality standards of care.
In particular the new management models were mostly applied to critical areas of
the hospitals like emergency and operating rooms (OR). In fact Operating Room Blocks
(ORB) represent centerpiece in every hospital, since they monopolize the greatest part of
their financial resources [5, 6]. Operating Room Management (ORM) aims to improve the
utilization of surgical spaces and times, to reduce postponements or delays in surgical
interventions, and, more in general, to preserve quality of care and patient safety [7-9].
ORM is playing an increasingly important role within hospital administrations, especially in the light of the recent global economic crisis, which had an important impact on
healthcare systems all over the world in considerably downsizing healthcare spending.
Italy, as cited above, has been highly hit by financial crisis which induced several
negative consequences on the public resources.
The Italian National Health Service resulted to be deeply affected by this context [10],
being subject to restrictive policies of cost containment, controls on regional spending
and restrictions of personnel turnover. Strict regulations of shifts and schedules of
healthcare professionals contributed to increase the rigidity of productive assets and
processes [11].Moreover Italy issued, in recent years, both at national and regional level,
institutional guidelines to manage in a proper and timely manner the provision of
healthcare services, in order to reduce waiting times for users [12].This aspect has
come to affect healthcare management in terms of planning and organization, with
an important effect especially on surgical activities. Several studies are present in the
literature about ORM [13, 14], especially from USA.
Few articles have been published in Italy and no study related to the italian area has
been released. Since this statement, we conducted a review of the scientific literature
focused on papers about ORM describing the state of the art of the italian context.
The aim of this study is to describe the development and application of ORM in Italy,
especially in relation to 2008 financial crisis. Thus our effort is to provide a useful
overview on ORM literature for national and international practitioners and researchers.

2. Body of Paper
2.1. Methods
We browsed the scientific literature with focus on papers about ORM in Italy published
in a time period between January 01, 2007 and December 31, 2018. We searched in
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Medline database using the following keywords combination: ``operating room AND
(planning OR management OR scheduling)''.
In addiction we also performed hand-search and snowball-search in order to increase
the sensitivity of our search. Inclusion criteria were the following: original papers or
reviews about ORM published by italian authors or regarding experiences located in
Italy. Exclusion criteria were: articles written in languages other than english or italian,
conference papers and chapter books. We identified potentially eligible papers from
abstracts and titles; full-text of relevant studies were then assessed for inclusion and
their reference lists were searched for additional studies.

2.2. Results
We found 12 articles meeting inclusion criteria: nine from Medline and three from
hand-search. We classified the papers in five groups (Table 1), depending on their
contents: studies describing practical experiences regarding ORM reorganization in
clinical hospitals (n=2), articles about operating room processes analysis (n=3), simulations of management models conducted on real data taken from hospital archives (n=5),
surgical waiting list management (n=1) and literature reviews on operational research
aimed to surgery planning and scheduling (n=1). Italian regions involved in projects or
simulations on real data are: Emilia-Romagna (Forlì, Ferrara, Parma), Liguria (Genoa),
Tuscany (Empoli), and Lazio (Rome). Year of publication ranged from 2007 (n=1) to 2018
(n=1), with at least one article published in each year.
We took in exam the articles in line with the classified subgroups mentioned above.

2.2.1. ORM reorganization experiences
Agnoletti et al. [20]describe a bottom-up project aimed at optimizing existing resources
in a context of economic hardship at the Morgagni-Pierantoni Hospital in Forlì (EmiliaRomagna). The project was carried on by a multidisciplinary working group composed
of anesthesiologists, surgeons, nurses and engineers. It was aimed to realize a system
for data recording (DRS) and a system for data elaboration (called operating room
management system or ORMS) able to track each phase of patients' flow within the
OR. A bar code reading system was identified as the simplest and fastest way to gather
data. The different surgical path timeframes were tracked by anesthesiological nurses.
The second step was to develop ORMS to process data to simple and understandable
DOI 10.18502/kss.v4i1.5988
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Table 1: Articles' details listed by year of publication. (Author's own work)
Authors

Year of
Intervention Intervention
publication
Location
Hospital

Language

Typology

Testi et al.[15]

2007

Genoa

n/a

English

ORM model
simulation

Testi et al.[16]

2008

Genoa

San Martino

English

Surgical waiting
lists

Testi et al.[17]

2009

Genoa

San Martino

English

ORM model
simulation

Guerriero et al.[18]

2010

n/a

n/a

English

Literature review

Agnetis et al.[19]

2012

Empoli

San
Giuseppe

English

ORM model
simulation

Agnoletti et al.[20]

2013

Forlì

MorgagniPierantoni

English

ORM
reorganization

Agnetis et al.[21]

2014

Empoli

San
Giuseppe

English

ORM model
simulation

Buccioli et al.[22]

2014

Forlì

Morgagni -Pierantoni

English

Process analysis

Barbagallo et al.[23]

2015

Rome

Bambin
Gesù

English

ORM model
simulation

Scagliarini et al.[24]

2016

Ferrara

Sant'Anna

English

Process analysis

Mitello et al.[25]

2017

Rome

San Camillo
Forlanini

Italian

Process analysis

Ferrari et al.[26]

2018

Parma

University
Hospital

English

ORM
reorganization

n/a = not available

performance tachometers and tables. ORMS was layered into different data output profiles and every user had access to data depending on his/her professional needs. Data
output profiles were: manager, surgeon and anesthesiologists. The authors show how
the implementation of this project improved the efficiency of the operating room process
and improved patient safety. The number of unscheduled procedures performed was
reduced while maintaining the same percentage of surgical procedures. The number
of overtime events decreased as well. One of the major strengths of the project was
determined by its low cost and its financial and process sustainability.
The paper of Ferrari et al. [26] reports a project of deep reorganization in the surgery
network at the University Hospital of Parma (Emilia-Romagna). Before reorganization,
the whole surgical process was analyzed and split up into steps, from registration on the
waiting list to hospital discharge. A multiprofessional team was created to coordinate
and plan the whole surgical pathway. The team (called Surgical Activity Management
Board) was composed by a Surgical Activity Manager (a surgeon with management and
planning skills), an anesthesiologist, an operating room head nurse, a bed management
nurse and a hospital medical manager. Furthermore, to increase efficiency and OR
DOI 10.18502/kss.v4i1.5988
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utilization rate, the time allocated for elective surgery was extended (operating room
verticalization), with the additional benefit of ensuring OR availability for emergency
cases or high specialized surgery. Additional changes were implemented, such as
the merging of surgical units and the strengthening of IT services to support the OR
scheduling. This reorganization process was developed according to regional law[27],
which provide parameters and guidelines for the management of surgical activity and
surgical waiting lists. All the implemented changes increased the number of surgical
interventions by more than 20 percent and allowed a better OR utilization.
The above presented studies are characterized by the involvement of all ORM interested stakeholders, in common: managers, surgeons, anesthesiologists and nurses.
The project of Ferrari [26] shows two important aspects, as it was specifically designed
taking into consideration the national and regional regulations about surgical waiting
list and because it explicitly introduces a new professional profile which is just partially
required by regional indications.

2.2.2. OR processes analysis
The article of Buccioli et al. [22] present a research project focused on costs analysis
conducted at Forlì Hospital (Emilia-Romagna). They describe the development of a
Cost Accounting Model through IT implementation aimed to calculate the overall cost
of each surgical procedure performed into the ORB, relying on an interdisciplinary
steering committee (anesthesiologists, physicians, nurses, engineers). Single surgical
procedures were chosen as cost objects. All activities of the surgical path have been
mapped in a flowchart where the whole process was broken down into its single path
steps. Cost calculation analysis was used to process data to simple and understandable
performance pie charts and tables that have been provided to hospital managers as
a support for decision-making activities. After receiving OR reports, the OR managing
board decides whether and/or how to implement changes in order to improve efficiency
of the surgical process. Despite the project was not fully implemented, the authors claim
that their prototype shows interesting cost accounting results, suggesting the possibility
for costs reduction and efficiency augmentation for the services involved.
Scagliarini et al. [24]perform a retrospective analysis about OR turnaround time at
the Sant'Anna University Hospital in Ferrara (Emilia-Romagna). The authors calculated,
through a statistical tool, the OR turnaround time over one year which is an important efficiency indicator due to expensive OR cost for minute. By adopting specific control charts,
they were able, to track the accurate performance trend of the OR turnaround time and
DOI 10.18502/kss.v4i1.5988
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consequently they found all the anomalies which differed from average turnaround
time. The authors conclude that statistical quality control is a good way to monitor
performance because it allows to detect process improvement or deterioration and it
can support hospital managers in their activity.
Mitello et al. [25]describe an organizational analysis performed at the S. Camillo Forlanini Hospital in Rome (Lazio) to evaluate OR efficiency in two different surgical blocks.
The observation, carried out through process management approach, focuses on three
targets: product, patient and safety. ``Product'' is related to the logistic management
of material supplies and storage needed within the surgical process. ``Patient'' refers
to the patients' flow between ORs and clinical wards. ``Safety'' concerns the surgical
perioperative procedures such as operative field preparation and patient positioning.
The surgical intervention and its duration were not considered. For each element,
several indicators were used: type of activity, involvement of relevant stakeholders,
duration and satisfaction index among patients and professionals. Results show significant differences between the two surgical blocks so the authors conclude that a
strategic lean management should be adopted in order to implement processes which
increase quality, efficiency and reduce waste reduction.
The first paper of the above described studies [22] concerns OR cost analysis and for
this reason it is different from the other three papers which are not directly related to this
topic. Although they take into consideration different key performance indicators (KPIs),
the other two studies show the importance of carefully monitoring all OR processes in
order to know their status in real time and to get instant feedbacks on critical areas.
Scagliarini et al. [24] analyzed only OR turnaround time. Mitello et al. [25] operated an
organizational analysis only on two ORBs differently to the other two projects which
1analyzed the global OR activity of the hospital.

2.2.3. Literary review
Guerriero et al. [18] provide a literature review of the main scientific contributions that
present mathematical models (deterministic and stochastic), simulation techniques and
solution approaches to address problems arising in the ORB management. The authors
conducted a literature review on articles despite their geographical origin. They argue
that ORM approaches can be useful in order to increase patient throughput, improve
satisfaction of patients, surgeons and OR staff, maximize the utilization of ORB resources,
reduce surgery cancellations, reduce time loss due to late starts and changeover. It is
DOI 10.18502/kss.v4i1.5988
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not known, however, if these solutions have ever been applied, to what degree, and
with which results, in the Italian context.

2.2.4. Simulations of management models
Testi et al. [15] describe a three-phase hierarchical approach that consists in planning
respectively: the number of surgical sessions assigned to every operative unit, the
master surgical schedule (MSS) and the surgical case assignment (SCA). After planning,
a simulation with real data from a public hospital in Genoa (Liguria) was conducted. The
results show, by application of this model, an increase of OR utilization with a greater
number of surgical interventions performed together with a reduction of postponed or
cancelled surgical sessions. In addiction this approach implies a reorganization of the
wards, where one section remains closed during the weekends because it's reserved
for short stay patients while the other is planned for long stay patients.
Testi and Tanfani [17] explain a linear programming model for OR scheduling which
aims to address MSS and SCA problems with a careful programming of surgical cases
based on patients' clinical priority. The model has been simulated on a real scenario in
the General Surgery Department of San Martino University Hospital of Genoa (Liguria).
It it has proven a good reproducibility in a real scenario and positive social implications
because its primary goal is preventing patients' stress due to late call for surgery, rather
than increasing the number of surgical interventions. In fact, it can achieve a reduction
of the socio-economic costs related to illness, alongside with an increase in efficiency
and a better accessibility to surgical interventions.
One research group published two articles which belong to this article category. In
the first [19] they carry out several simulations during one year period to compare for
different MSS models, based on real data of San Giuseppe Hospital in Empoli (Tuscany).
These policies differ for the flexibility degree of the MSS: static model with a fixed
schedule, dynamic model with little but frequent changes allowed and totally flexible
model with continuous variations in its pattern. The analyzed indicators are the following,
expressed as average weekly values: number of surgical interventions performed,
interventions delays related to the patient priority class and OR underutilization rate.
Results show an improvement of all these indicators through utilization of dynamic
policy. Therefore, the authors state that this approach is able to increase the efficiency
of surgical departments and the respect of the waiting lists without worsening the
organizational workload for the operators. In the second paper [21] they show a heuristic
decomposition approach, which consists in considering separately the assignment of
DOI 10.18502/kss.v4i1.5988
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different surgical specialties to the available sessions (MSS) and the selection of elective
cases of that surgery pathway (SCA). Computational experiments were executed to
compare this model with an integrated mathematical approach. Tests were conducted
on real data of San Giuseppe Hospital in Empoli (Tuscany). The results prove that
computational times required to elaborate, OR scheduling are significantly shorter for
decomposition approach than integrated model. At the same time the solutions developed were near to the optimum. For this reason the authors propose the developed
model as a useful decisional tool to support OR managers work.
The study of Barbagallo et al. [23] has been conducted by a multidisciplinary team at
the Bambino Gesù Children's Hospital in Rome (Lazio). The research process consists
in three major sequential steps: definition of the pathway as a standardized path
representing the operating process (from ``patient inserted onto the waiting list'' to
``patient operated upon''), a detailed parameterization of all resources, tasks, and times,
related to the processes, and an optimization model for developing OR schedules.
The developed model has been applied retrospectively to analyze OR planning of the
hospital within a 5-week time period. Results show an increase on patient scheduling of
30 percent. Additional benefits derive from a better utilization of the OR with increased
efficiency and increased operating room utilization rate (up to 20 percent) while the time
of registration into the waiting list is longer (for patient variables and surgical variables).
Among the articles mentioned above, two papers [15, 21] suggest to plan OR processes by separately considering MSS and SCA. This model, such as the dynamic
strategy proposed by Agnetis et al. [19], allows a better slot allocation based on organizational hospital needs and allows a greater adherence to surgical waiting list time,
depending on patients' clinical priority. The paper of Testi et al. [17] analyzes more in
detail the socio economic benefits of a correct patient scheduling based on its clinical
status.
Finally, all authors agree that a global approach, including bed management and the
pre-hospitalization phase, is needed to increase efficiency of the models they described.

2.2.5. Surgical waiting lists management
Testi et al. [16] discuss a new system of classification of the patient's priority for surgical
intervention, compared to the priority system adopted by Italian National Health Service
based on urgency only. This model consists in a prioritization scoring algorithm which
clearly represents the clinical status of patients. It considers both, urgency and priority,
utilizing a special measure: NAWD (need adjusted waiting day). A simulation on real data
DOI 10.18502/kss.v4i1.5988
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of surgery waiting lists of General and Endocrine Surgery of the San Martino University
Hospital in Genoa (Liguria) was performed. Efficiency as well as equity increase with the
algorithm, as a greater number of patients is assisted and more patients are admitted
in hospital due to their clinical needs.
The model here proposed has the purpose of providing a tool for elective surgical
waiting list management, with focus to three main points: horizontal equity (patients
allocated in the same priority class should be admitted at the same time), vertical equity
(patients with greater clinical needs should be treated in a shorter time) and efficiency
(number of surgical interventions performed). Both are aimed to ensure a proper waiting
list management related to priority and urgency of care.

2.3. Discussion
We have carried out a literary review about the state of the art of ORM in Italy in order
to observe its development and application in relation to the financial crisis occurred
during 2008. No previous article concerning ORM in Italy was published before and
therefore our review is the first to analyze this topic.
The results show that, during the time period analyzed, the papers have been
released over the years with a positive trend and this represents a sign of growing
interest for the ORM. The financial crisis probably has promoted research in order
to find new management models suitable to ensure increasing productivity rates in
compliance with healthcare quality preservation.
Furthermore, as showed in the subgroups classification, the papers' contents are
quite heterogeneous.
We have found two articles about ORM reorganization projects. They describe practical experiences in order to improve the global OR process. The projects were supported
by collaboration between surgeons, anesthetists, medical and general direction doctors
and nurses. In fact in Italy, in addiction to clinical and management engineers who are
obviously expert about ORM, the number of the doctors involved in the management
is growing [28]. This aspect certainly facilitates the application of these models in the
clinical environment and confirms the interest for the topic not only by the managers but
also by the physicians. Papers regarding process analysis show how the OR activities
measures are of paramount importance as first step to reshape OR pathway.
In the other two groups, ORM model simulation and surgical waiting lists management, the authors explain theories aimed to schedule surgical interventions in
accordance with patient priority and organizational needs. The global effect of these
DOI 10.18502/kss.v4i1.5988
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actions is to reduce inequities in access to surgical services that are still relevant
despite the universal nature of the Italian National Health Service [29]. Finally the review
analyzes the ORM studies reported in the literature and their impact on the hospital
staff and efficiency rates.
Therefore we can state that all the articles included in our study describe a common intention of the italian scientific community to develop new ORM methods. The
strategies proposed deal with the stringent measures provided in the regional and
national regulations regarding healthcare sector. These latter require, in addition to the
public sector cuts operated by the italian government, a ORM reorganization in order to
improve efficiency and productivity by the optimization of the global OR functionality. A
clear example of this is the regional regulation [27] cited in one paper of our study[26]. It
provides two key points: the respect of the surgical waiting list times and the monitoring
of the waiting list state by the region. Therefore the hospital managers have to apply a
correct strategy for the OR blocks to implement these dispositions and this appears to
be a difficult task due to the limited resources available.
The methods explained in the articles of our study have a good reproducibility level
because they have been simulated or tested in contexts with features common to most
of the hospitals. Moreover, the cost to adopt these strategies is very low because their
goal is to improve the productivity without an increase in the number of professionals
or in the amount of resources.
For all these reasons the strategies explained in our study can be applied to other
similar contexts because OR represent one of the most important items of expenditure.

3. Conclusion
Our review shows a growing interest in the italian context for the ORM topic. The
financial crisis occurred in 2008 has certainly boosted the research regarding ORM.
In fact austerity measures adopted by italian government produced cuts in the public
sector, healthcare included. Consequently hospital managers had to govern OR process
with reduced resources.
The methods explained by the articles analyzed in this review present a good
reproducibility level and low cost for their implementation in a clinical context. For
these reasons these strategies can be shifted and applied in other similar situations in
which ORM plays a crucial role.
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This study presents a limit. We analyzed only experiences published in scientific
literature therefore we cannot exclude that some Italian hospitals or research groups
have developed ORM reorganization projects.
Nevertheless, in light of the persisting financial crisis and the austerity measures still
adopted by several governments, the interest for the ORM topic will probably increase
not only in Italy but especially in other countries in which today it is less known.
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